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Trans Africa express

Jeroen van Velzen

Geoffrey Macnab talks to Dutch
docmaker Jeroen van Velzen,
whose reflective and highly
locomotive Tanzania Transit
world-premiered at Tribeca.
Jeroen van Velzen arrived in Africa
when he was just nine years old. “My
dad decided to live in the middle of
nowhere and took the whole family
with him,” the Dutch director
recalls. But Van Velzen nevertheless
spent term times at a “modern,
cold” boarding school in Brighton
before returning to Kenya, where he
was the only white child in the area,
for the holidays. “It was an
upbringing with contrasts,” he says
with understatement.

“I always wanted to
make a film about a
nation that had the
strength to survive”
Thirty years on, Van Velzen still
regularly goes back to Africa. His
feature doc Wavumba [2012]
focussed on the traditional stories
he heard as a child in a traditional
Kenyan fishing community. Now his
new documentary Tanzania Transit,

which world premiered at Tribeca
and was supported by the
Netherlands Film Fund, is based
around a long train journey across
the continent’s east side. The film is
also selected for Sheffield Doc / Fest.
“I always wanted to make a film
about a nation that had the strength
to survive, even in very difficult
moments. I had met so many
interesting characters and I was
looking for a place to put them
together. I had travelled on the train
and it seemed like the perfect
place.”
Tanzania Transit isn’t verité
filmmaking as such. The director
found his main protagonists in
advance. In some cases, he even
paid for their tickets. Nonetheless,
the incidents we see on camera are
real. The tensions we see between
the other passengers and the Masai
warrior and his grandson, for
example, aren’t made up. The film
was intended to focus entirely on
the experiences of the passengers
during the journey. “I didn’t want to
start anywhere with the train.
I didn’t want to arrive anywhere.
I never wanted to be outside the
train and I never wanted to be in the
landscape,” the director remembers
of his approach.
One of the most colourful of Van
Velzen’s characters is Peter, the
conductor/preacher, who was a TV
personality. “He (Peter) has no
shame about what he does. He is
very much for taking advantage of
any situation. He was travelling to

Tanzania Transit

Tribeca Film Festival

Jeroen van Velzen

another church at the end of line,
towards the Congo. That’s the
reason he came with me,”
comments the director. Van Velzen
was also friendly with one of the
main female characters, a barowner and brothel madam who
works in an illegal mine in Kenya.

“I didn’t want to start or
arrive anywhere with
the train.”
When Van Velzen and his crew
boarded the train, the passengers
all had a sense of energy and
optimism. That soon seeped away.
The trip was long, uncomfortable
and monotonous. There was no
personal space. Given the
oppressive atmosphere, the director
eventually decided that he would
shoot in the morning, when it was
cooler, and in the evening, just
before it got dark.
There is a sense of exasperation as
well as affection in Van Velzen’s
attitude toward Africa. “It’s a lovehate relationship… not so much
hate as disappointment
sometimes,” he muses. “Living in
Kenya and Tanzania, I feel like I am
coming back home, but at the same
time I find it painful to see how hard
it is to function there on a day to day
basis, to deal with corruption,
poverty, famine, people’s hardship.
At the same time, it is absolutely
gorgeous. There is so much space,
so much nature and the people can
be so welcoming.”
Director: Jeroen van Velzen Script:
Jeroen van Velzen, Esther Eenstoom
Production: SNG Film
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A certain disregard

Sergei Loznitsa

Sergei Loznitsa’s fourth dramatic
feature Donbass (which opens
Un Certain Regard 2018) is
inspired by what happened in
east Ukraine in 2014/2015 during
Russia’s military intervention, the
demonstrations by pro-Russian
groups and the armed conflict
that followed.
“The idea came to me very soon after
the events in the east of Ukraine
began to unfold,” the director
recalls. ”There was plenty of material
on the Internet, and particularly,
there was a vast number of amateur
videos, taken by the participants of
the events. I thought it would be a
very interesting idea to re-create this
amateur documentary footage as
scenes of fiction. So, every episode of
Donbass is in fact based on video/
YouTube footage of the events, that
took place in that territory in the first
year of the war.”
As with many of his recent projects,
Loznitsa made the film as a
co-production, supported by the
Netherlands Film Fund. Two Dutch
companies, Graniet and Wild at Art,
were part of an elaborate structure
that also included French and
German support. The film features

50 professional actors from Ukraine
and Russia and about the same
number of unprofessional actors in
secondary roles. There are also 1500
extras, residents of Krivoy Rog, who
participated in the film.

they do not respect the rights of
private property. It seems to me that
Ukrainian society is still very much
in the grip of its Soviet past,”
Loznitsa’s remarks have a despairing
tone.

Krivoy Rog is the centre of the iron
mining industry of Ukraine and
one of the largest mining regions of
Europe. It is a prosperous industrial
city, but at the same time, there’s a
lot of poverty and there are areas of
the city which look as if they haven’t
changed at all since 1950s and
1970s. It looks very much like
Donetsk, which is why Loznitsa
shot there.

The Maidan revolution of 2014,
which he has also chronicled,
seemed to pave a way forward. It was
(as he puts it) “a breath of fresh air
and a chance for the new generation
to move towards democracy and
freedom.”

The director acknowledges Russian
gulag survivor and writer Varlam
Shalamov as a key inspiration on the
film. It is not so much any specific
Shalamov story that influenced
Donbass as the sensibility of the
author. “In my opinion, anyone who
wants to understand what’s going on
in the east of Ukraine now needs to
read Shalamov in order to have an
insight into the mentality and history
of ‘homo soveticus’,” Loznitsa
declares.
No, he’s not optimistic about what is
likely to happen now in eastern
Ukraine. “In order for there to be any
change, there has to be a complete
transformation of the society and
mentality on both sides of the
border, in Ukraine and in Russia. So
far, I don’t see any signs of this
happening. People seem to be
absolutely oblivious of their history,
they do not respect the rule of law,

Cannes: Un Certain Regard opening film

Donbass

Sergei Loznitsa

Four years on, the Maidan optimism
has dissipated. “I see very little signs
of real transformation. The society is
fundamentally corrupt and bureau
cratic. Of course, it’s more free than
the Russian society, which has by
now almost completely reverted to
its archaic, dictatorial state, but this
still does not seem to be enough for
any significant transformation to
take place. Ukraine has the worst
roads in Europe. It takes 8 hours to
cover a distance of 300 km between
Krivoy Rog and Odessa. And they say
the roads are deteriorating year after
year.”
On a brighter note, Loznitsa is
delighted to be back in Cannes. “I’m
very grateful to Thierry Frémaux and
to his colleagues for giving me this
chance. We finished shooting on
March 29. They saw the rough cut a
week later and they trusted me with
it. I look forward to sharing Donbass
with the most demanding and
knowledgable cinema audience in
the world! I think we’ll have a lot to
talk about!”

“Every episode of
Donbass is based on
video/YouTube footage
of the events”
Director: Sergei Loznitsa Script: Sergei Loznitsa
Production: Ma.ja.de. (DE) Co-Production:
Arthouse Traffic (UA), JBA Production (FR), Graniet
Film (NL), Wild at Art (NL) Sales: Pyramide Films
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Cannes: Un Certain Regard

Rafiki

Wanuri Kahiu

Kool, Kenyan and Queer
about how far her reach is within the
political landscape.”

Reinier Selen

“Poignant love stories
will always have
emotional resonance”

Dutch producer Reinier Selen
talks to Nick Cunningham about
his involvement with Un Certain
Regard selection Rafiki by
Wanuri Kahiu, which challenges
the taboo surrounding gay love
in modern Kenya.
In a recent TED Talk, Kenyan
director Wanuri Kahiu explained
how her art is “fun, fierce and
frivolous” and that she wants to
create an ‘Afrobubblegum’ aesthetic
in which these values are celebrated
for their own sake. But that doesn’t
mean that her work is issue-free. Far
from it, as evidenced by the Cannes
selection for her second feature
Rafiki, about a dangerous romance
between the daughters of rival
politicians. The film is controversial,
not least because in Kenya to be gay
is to be considered a criminal.
“Wanuri is a very talented director, a
woman with very strong political
views, which is very intriguing,”
stresses co-producer Reinier Selen
of Rinkel Film. “I met her for a
coffee a few months ago just after
she got back from the World
Economic Forum in Davos where
she was a speaker and cultural
ambassador, so that says something

Selen has known Rafiki producer
Steven Markowitz (South Africa)
since they both helped in working
towards a Memorandum of
Understanding between the Dutch
and South African film industries in
2005. When, in 2014, he heard about
the Rafiki project he leapt at the
chance. “I loved the script and the
idea of a film that handles such a
heavy taboo subject in Christian
Kenya. Because of the theme and the
way it is written I thought it would be
possible to attract funding from the
Netherlands.”
This was effected via NFF + HBF
co-production support (a scheme
administered jointly by the
Netherlands Film Fund and IFFR’s
Hubert Bals Fund). “The good thing
was that we could spend half of the
financing in The Netherlands and
the other half in the country of the
main producer, which makes it more
efficient.”
Leading Dutch casting and coaching
expert coach Elisabeth Hesemans
was drafted in initially to help with
the tutoring of the leads, but the
collaboration worked so well she was
asked to continue her work after
principle photography commenced.
“We decided to give up some of our
other costs and part of our own fee to
make that happen, so eventually she
was there every shooting day to help
Wanuri coach the children and
young actors to perform well, to stay
concentrated and to also stay within

Director: Wanuri Kahiu Script: Wanuri Kahiu, Jenna Bass
Production: Big World Cinema (SA) Co-Production: Rinkel Film
(NL), MPM Film (FR), Shortcut Films (LB), Ape&Bjorn (NO), Razor
Film (DE), Afrobubblegum (KE) Sales: MPM Premium
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the shooting schedule that we had
devised,” points out Selen. “Her
input was invaluable and made the
project stronger creatively. And
Wanuri was able to take on Elizabeth
without losing her own grip as
director on her own project.”
The other key Dutch element was
composer Siddharta Barnhoorn
with whom, coincidentally, Kahiu
had collaborated on her previous
short film Pumzi. From a producer’s
perspective, Selen was always on
hand to offer a European take on a
very African tale, although he
concedes that poignant love stories
will always have emotional reson
ance wherever they are screened.
“There is always this underlining
feeling of danger because the girls
are having this relationship in a city
where [gay love] is illegal,” he
stresses of a production that
demanded discretion and sensitivity
in equal measure. “The setting is
unfamiliar, it’s Nairobi, a city that I
have never been to. But their
relationship is really universal. You
recognize the way one character tries
to be seen by the other main
character, because she is in love with
her. That whole process, that whole
game, is no different from how we
would play it in Amsterdam.”
Cannes selectors may have
committed to the film quite early
but that didn’t make life any easier
for co-producer Selen. “It was one of
the most joyful but difficult secrets
to keep for half a year,” he
concludes.

Dance of destiny
Frans van Gestel

Dutch Topkapi is co-producer
on the Belgian Girl, selected for
Un Certain Regard at Cannes
2018. The company’s chief
Frans van Gestel heralds a
unique talent in debutant
helmer Lukas Dhont.
Lukas Dhont’s debut feature Girl is
the latest in a long list of films on
which Dutch outfit Topkapi has
collaborated with Flemish
producer Dirk Impens’ Menuet.
Sadly, it looks set to be the last.
Impens announced last year that
he is to retire from the business.
“There have been at least 10 films
we have co-produced, among them
the Felix van Groeningen films and
also A Noble Intention and Layla
M.,” Topkapi’s Frans van Gestel
notes of one of his company’s most
fruitful partnerships.
When Impens sent Topkapi the
script for Girl, Van Gestel could
immediately see that it was special.
Writer-director Dhont was still in
his mid-20s but the screenplay
(co-written with Angelo Tijssens)
showed a maturity and sensitivity
which belied his age. It is the story
of Lara, a 15-year-old girl born in a
boy’s body, ready to risk everything

to pursue her dream of becoming a
ballerina. Topkapi took the project
to the Netherlands Film Fund, who
were similarly impressed and
immediately agreed to back it with
minority co-production support.
(Much of the post-production was
done in the Netherlands and some
of the technicians were Dutch.)

“As a debut, Dhont’s
film is amazing”
The question when it came to
shooting was whether Dhont as a
director would be able to do justice
to his own story. “If you have a
complicated subject matter, it can
turn out in the film to be very
didactical. The film can become
too heavy. Some filmmakers – and
this is the gift of a real talent – are
able to touch the subject and make
a very organic story,” the Topkapi
boss reflects.
“I was surprised and overwhelmed
when I saw a second version of the
editing. I had liked the script very
much but that doesn’t mean you’re
going to like the film. When I saw
the film, the execution was so
delicately done!” Van Gestel
enthuses, rhapsodising about
everything from the casting and
performances to the editing and
camerawork. “I was really surprised
that a 27-year-old dealing with such
a delicate subject made such a
mature film. As a debut, it is
amazing.”

Cannes: Un Certain Regard

Girl

Lukas Dhont

The Match Factory took inter
national rights to Girl earlier this
year, just before the Berlinale.
Cinéart will handle the Benelux
distribution on what looks likely to
be one of the breakthrough art
house hits of the summer.
As for his fellow producer Impens’
decision to retire from the business,
Van Gestel admits that it took him
by surprise. Impens is one of the
most respected producers in the
Benelux, with several Oscarnominated films to his credit.
Nonetheless, he has decided to
leave the business.

“The screenplay showed
a maturity and
sensitivity which belied
the director’s age”
“I have two thoughts about it. Yes, it
took me by surprise and I really
regret it. That’s one. The other thing
is that we have a very stressful and
demanding job. I absolutely can
imagine that one day you wake up
after all those years and think, OK,
now it’s enough, I am going to live
my own life,” van Gestel reflects.
As for himself, no, Van Gestel isn’t
thinking of throwing in the towel
quite yet. “I think my best years are
still to come!” he laughs.
Geoffrey Macnab

Director: Lukas Dhont Script: Lukas Dhont,
Angelo Tijssens Production: Menuet (BE)
Co-Production: Topkapi Films (NL), Frakas
Productions (BE) Sales: The Match Factory
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Cannes Classics

João and the Knife

George Sluizer

The restoration of João

George Sluizer

The late George Sluizer’s João
and the Knife is selected for
Cannes Classics 2018. Nick
Cunningham talks to the
auteur’s wife (and fellow
producer) Anne Lordon, as well
as EYE’s Anne van Es who
supervised the film’s superb
restoration.

“George was a cineaste
through and through”

When, in 1971, Dutch auteur George
Sluizer decided to produce and
direct his adaptation of the intensely
lyrical novel João and the Knife he
was immediately captivated both by
the landscape of north eastern
Brazil and its vibrant inhabitants.
Nevertheless the production was
beset by problems from the outset.
A devastating fire in Amsterdam
destroyed much of the film’s
research documentation, severe
illness incapacitated the initial lead
actor (which opened the door for
revered Brazilian actor Joffre Soares)
and there was a scarcity of food to
feed the cast and crew. What’s more
the Amazonian rain forest suffered a
particularly virulent plague of
mosquitoes that year.
But Sluizer was indefatigable.
“When he wanted something he
wasn’t going to be stopped by

anything,” points out producer Anne
Lordon. “But it was tough. After the
fire at the office, there was nothing
left, and I never saw George so
depressed. So I went to search in the
ashes and I found his half burnt
script for the film, and I said to
George, ‘this is a good sign, we are
going to do it’, so we started again.”
Despite these many hurdles, the
film was eventually made. There was
very little money but George and his
co-creators received invaluable help
from the local population and its
highly skilled non-professional
actors. “When we finally saw the
film we were very happy. It was very
good and when you know how it was
made and the circumstances behind
its completion, it was a miracle.”
In Europe, João and the Knife was
selected for both Berlinale and
Edinburgh competitions in 1973.
In Brazil it was submitted to the
Academy for consideration in the
best foreign film category.
Since 2017 EYE has collaborated
with Stoneraft Films, founded by
son and daughter Joris and Anouk
Sluizer, and Haghefilm Digitaal to
create new digital restorations of
their father’s titles to be included in
a DVD box. EYE digitised the
original materials on 2K or 4K
resolution, depending on the source
material available, and supervised
the restoration work. Image and
colour correction was carried out by
Haghefilm Digitaal. João and the
Knife, a full 4K restoration of the
original Techniscope camera
negative, was selected by none other

Director: George Sluizer Script: George Sluizer, based
on the novel A FACA E O RIO by Odylo Costa Filho
Production: Sluizer Films (NL) Anne Sluizer-Lordon,
George Sluizer Sales: Stoneraft Films
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than festival chief Thierry Frémaux
for Cannes Classics 2018.
“The new version is wonderful.
I have never seen it look so beauti
ful,” comments Lordon. Adds EYE
producer Anne van Es: “From the
perspective of an archive the
restored DCP of João is a fantastic
result, but the most important thing
is the restoration and digitisation of
the whole collection which goes into
the EYE archive and is preserved for
the future.”
Lordon stresses how her husband
Sluizer was a driven man, stimulated
as much by documentary produc
tion as fiction work. She remembers
how he made four short docs about
the north eastern region of Brazil
(where João is set) even before he
shot any of the film footage. He was,
she adds, a consummate cineaste.
“We first met in Paris and we got
married, but it took me five years to
understand that I was not the first
thing in his life, but that film was.
Antonioni was like that too. Film
was George’s love, and then me…
and the children after,” she laughs.
What’s more, she is delighted that
her wish (and that of her children) to
preserve George’s films and memory
is shared by the Dutch film industry.
“George is dead now, and he is not
going to make any more films, but
what he did we must look after and
keep well. This is very necessary. He
is one of the great filmmakers of
Holland. EYE has recognised this
too and has been a great support.”

Finding alchemy
Aboozar Amini

Dutch/Afghani filmmaker
Aboozar Amini presents Best
Day Ever at the Tunisia Factory
programme of Directors
Fortnight, and will pitch his
feature debut The Cineaste at the
Cannes Producers Network.
The tagline for Aboozar Amini’s
15-minute Best Day Ever says it all:
one house, one afternoon, one
misunderstanding, four points of
view. The film’s protagonists are a
father, a mother, a son and a
daughter and the director’s inten
tion was to tell a story based on the
familial tendency towards
miscommunication.
Aboozar and Tunisian co-director
Anissa Daoud worked on the script
for three months via email and
skype before a 5-week period in
Tunisia when the film was
completed in its entirety. “It was a
strong collaborative experience,” he
explains. “It was metaphorically like
orchestrating Prokofiev with Umm
Kulthum (the iconic Arabic singer).
How can you find the alchemy
between two universes? Because we
were two different people who
wanted to make the same story, but
we both had our own vision. It is

sometimes very challenging to find a
common understanding, a common
point that we both agree on.” Did
the process of filming ever mirror
the core theme of misunderstanding
within the plot? “Yes, but the result
was very satisfying,” Aboozar notes.
Aboozar’s project The Cineaste is
intriguing, a Scheherezade-type tale
in which a cinema owner manages
to stay alive a day at a time by
showing a classic Western film each
day to his Taliban captors. In the
story, the effect on the oppressors is
profound. “My feature film is going
to offer a fictional chance to those
extreme Afghani fundamentalists to
talk and to communicate, to show
what could happen if we could get a
chance to talk with them instead of
shooting at each other.”
Joost de Vries of An Original Picture
is producer, together with Jia Zhao of
the Silk Road Film Salon. Dominique
Welinski (founder of the Directors
Fortnight Factory project) is French
co-producer. Comments De Vries:
“When shooting his fiction and
documentary films in the Middle
East, Aboozar not only brings his
talent as a creative filmmaker, but
also the compassionate and fresh
view of an expatriate returning with
a mission to contribute in his own
modest ways to the situations he
depicts.”
The filmmaker came to The
Netherlands from Afghanistan at the
age of 14 with his brother Dawood,
also a filmmaker. They both studied
at the Rietveld Academy before

Cannes: Directors Fortnight Tunisia Factory programme

Best Day Ever

Aboozar Amini

Aboozar went to London to complete
a Masters at the London Film School.
“We collaborate, we inspire each
other and we speak a lot about each
other’s projects. We understand
each other,” comments Aboozar.
“We help each other at every level of
the film; camera work, writing,
directing, editing. And we are
looking forward to the moment
when we make our first film together
from scratch, writing and directing
and finishing it together.” Dawood is
currently working with producers
Frank Hoeve at BALDR Film [Dutch
Producer on the Move, see page 18]
on his project Badeszenen.
Aboozar laughs that if he is invited to
a festival or a platform, then it is
guaranteed that Dawood will be
invited the following year – or vice
versa. “And if I win an award, then he
will win the award the next time.
Dawood was at the Locarno Open
Doors pitch forum in 2017 (where he
won the 35,000 Swiss franc develop
ment award) after I was there in
2016. I am pretty sure that this time
next year he will have a film in
Directors fortnight as well.”
The filmmaker underlines his
commitment to working within the
Dutch production set-up but
maintains that his feature debut
The Cineaste must tell the story that
is closest to his heart. “Every
filmmaker should do this with their
first film. Then they can change and
move on, and I look forward to
transforming my future cinematic
vision within The Netherlands.” NC

“One house, one afternoon,
one misunderstanding,
four points of view”

Director: Anissa Daoud & Aboozar Amini
Script: Anissa Daoud & Aboozar Amini
Production: DW Paris (FR)
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Producer on the Move

BALDR Film

Frank Hoeve

Bolder BALDR
Frank Hoeve

Geoffrey Macnab talks to Frank
Hoeve, Dutch Producer on the
Move at Cannes 2018.
Baldr is the God of Light in
Norwegian mythology. It is also a
word that begins with a B – so very
high up in the alphabet when it
comes to listings – and it is not too
difficult for English speakers to
pronounce. You can’t help but
admire the mix of poetry and
pragmatism in Frank Hoeve’s choice
of a name for his production
company. He set up BALDR Film in
2012 with Katja Draaijer. Together
they make a prolific outfit who make
both features and documentary.

“I am proud of every
film that we produce”

Hoeve is in Cannes as one of Euro
pean Film Promotion’s Producers on
the Move and is acknowledged as
one of the top young producers in
the Netherlands. Nonetheless, as he
explains, he came into the film
industry almost by accident. He had
been studying at Haarlem Business
School when he applied almost on a
whim for an internship at IJswater
Films.
“The internship was for six months.
Then I went out to study in Barcelona
for a year. Then they (IJswater) hired

BALDR Film’s Brothers

me as a junior producer and later on
as a (full) producer,” he remembers
of his rapid rise up the ranks. The
film bug had bitten him. It turned
out that he had precisely the entre
preneurial skills to succeed in
production. He ended up staying at
IJswater for six years. “The main
thing at IJswater was that Marc Bary
was so open to involving young
talent. It was really nice to be
involved in every stage of the pro
duction creatively and financially.
I was given the opportunity to learn
everything to do with production.”
Hoeve left IJswater to spend a year at
Talent United. Then, he struck out
on his own, forming BALDR with
Draaijer, who had been Head of
Development at IJswater. “I had
participated in ACE in 2011. Talking
to the other producers inspired me
to start my own company. I wanted
to create my own vision,” he recalls.
“We don’t focus only on urgent
content but also on form and
originality. In this we don’t fear to
take risks, always aiming for a high
artistic value, visually intriguing style
and an international audience.”
BALDR’s very first project, the 2012
short Sevilla (Bram Schouw) won a
Dutch Academy Award. “This expe
rience was a bit life-changing,” the
producer remembers of the project.
He realised that he was the one
responsible for all the key decisions
and couldn’t hide behind anyone
else. By the time he set up BALDR,
Hoeve already had a very strong
network of contacts across every part
of the industry. He knew plenty of

Director: Bram Schouw
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financiers but also all the best
technicians and crew members.
Ask him what he most enjoys about
producing and the BALDR founder
replies “everything.” The satis
faction derives both from getting
all the elements in place so a
production can go ahead and
from the completed film itself.
“I am proud of every film that we
produce,” he declares.
As ever, Hoeve currently has several
projects on the boil. Among them is
Mitra, winner of the Eurimages
Co-Production Development Award
at Rotterdam’s CineMart, Gold by
first time feature director Rogier
Hesp, Heartbound, the new
documentary from Danish director
Janus Metz (Armadillo), on which he
is the minority co-producer, and
Brazilian project Sick, Sick, Sick by
Alice Furtado. In April their latest
film Ubiquity by Bregtje van der Haak
premiered in competition at
HotDocs.
Clearly ambitious, Hoeve isn’t
frightened of working abroad. Mitra
will be shot in Germany and Jordan
as well as in the Netherlands –
something he relishes. The BALDR
producer also welcomes the
camaraderie he finds in the Dutch
industry. “All the younger producers
are collaborating with one another…
I think it is a really constructive
atmosphere. We all have our
different views and profiles but we
help each other out.”

Cannes Cinéfondation Atelier

The Color of the Skull
Sibs Shongwe-La Mer

View of La Mer

Sibs Shongwe-La Mer

Amsterdam-based South African
filmmaker Sibs Shongwe-La Mer
is selected for Cannes Atelier
with his powerful post-Apartheid
project The Color of the Skull. He
talks to Nick Cunningham.
The Color of the Skull may be rooted
within the incendiary South Africa
of the early 1990s, but director Sibs
Shongwe-La Mer underlines that his
film is international both in theme
and intent. The Cannes Atelier
project details the period of
uncertainty prior to the passing of
Nelson Mandela just as the prospect
of a racial war looms, the hard-line
Afrikaner community on one side,
the inhabitants of a Zulu settlement
on the other. In the midst of this,
two youths, one from each side,
must bear the scars of their nation’s
wounds.
“It’s very much an international film
as my main statement is that we will
all condemn ourselves to a darker,
more loveless world if we keep
perpetuating hateful ideologies,”
stresses Shongwe-La Mer. “It’s a
film for the Trump/North Korea era
of hyper sensitivity, anger,
separatism and apathy. Everyone
seems very hurt – and hurt people
Necktie Youth

hurt people. I want to make a film
that humanizes both sides, a film
about the extremities people will go
to when they feel that what they
love, and the people they love, are
threatened. I feel all this hatred and
hate politics are a very misguided
expression of love or the absence
of it.”
This will be the director’s second
feature, following Necktie Youth
(2015), about a drug-filled joyride
through the affluent suburbs of
Johannesburg undertaken by two
boys haunted by the memory of
their friend’s ‘live-stream’ suicide.
“For Necktie, it was the death of a
first love in my teens. With The
Color of the Skull it’s very much the
death of Nelson Mandela’s South
African Dream, the nation I grew up
in... another titanic love of mine. So
it feels very much in the same vein,
just a different lens. It’s a bigger
and more radical tribute than the
first and I think that makes sense as
I age and now start talking about my
world view as a young adult and not
a teen.”
“My compass is my honesty,” he
adds. “I know that if I go to work to
give all I am with complete
abandon, and use my films and art
to challenge myself, my society, live
with greater passion, die a little and
be reborn... the films will be
shockingly human and hopefully
display some universal truth that
will be real to people.”
For the past few years Shongwe-La
Mer has been based in Amsterdam

The Atomic Soldiers
Director & production: Morgan Knibbe

Director: Sibs Shongwe-La Mer
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where he has received support from
the Amsterdam Fonds voor de
Kunst (AFK) and was selected as one
of two global filmmakers by a
coalition made up of EYE, the
Netherlands Film Academy, the
Binger and IDFA. He also caught the
eye of dynamic Dutch production
company HALAL, co-producers of
The Color of the Skull.

“A film for the Trump /
North Korea era of
hyper sensitivity, anger,
separatism and apathy”
“I have really been blessed to have
found amazing collaborators in
HALAL,” the director underlines.
“After meeting at Locarno in 2014,
they graciously came onboard at the
end of the production of Necktie
Youth and helped us close the
financing to actually edit the film.
That was a really pleasant and easy
relationship and it gave me
tremendous faith in our ability to
work alongside each other and for
them to give me what I need to
become better and grow as an artist.”
“Through HALAL, I was awarded the
AFK grant which allowed me to move
to the Netherlands and write The
Color Of The Skull. This has been
invaluable and I feel very much
supported and creatively invigorated
by life in Holland where I look
forward to launching many an
international collaboration with
urgency and personality,” he
concludes.

Croisette connections
audience. I am looking forward to
discussing the next steps in the
process with the other co-producers
and getting these beautiful
productions moving along.”

Eefje Smulders

In 2018 the Cannes Producers
Network will train its spotlight on
five talented Dutch producers,
facilitating connections and
offering them every opportunity
to pitch, promote and find
partners for their current and
future projects. Nick
Cunningham reports.
Dutch powerhouse BosBros has a
proven and enviable track record in
the production of classic films for
kids such as The Flying Liftboy, Miss
Minoes, Winky’s Horse, Alfie the Little
Werewolf, Wiplala and Mr Frog.
Company producer Eefje Smulders
will be in Cannes to meet inter
national producers to continue
ongoing co-operation.
“We are currently working on
projects such as My Name is Olivia
and I Can’t Do Anything About it and
Waltzing Matilde as well as a
number of other projects in which
we play a role as minority producer,”
she says. “These films deal with
matters that children recognise
from their own lives and are
therefore interesting and appealing
to children as well as their parents.
The exception here is Waltzing
Matilde, which is aimed at an adult

“Almost every one of the films we
produced over the recent years has
been an international
co-production,” she adds. “For our
company, co-production offers
many opportunities at both the
financial and the artistic levels.”

Koji Nelissen

Koji Nelissen of the relatively young
Keplerfilm (it was founded in 2016)
will be pitching two projects in
Cannes. The Secret Life of Penny
Fletcher (Diederick Koopal) tells the
story of boxing trainer Neil Port
who, while training his pupil to
become a world champion boxer,
struggles with his personal longing
to become a woman. (This is Koji’s
pet project during his 2018 ACE
immersion.) The company will also
be pitching Methusalem (Floor van
der Meulen), which was selected for
Berlinale Talents 2018.
“With a strong focus on developing
and nurturing talent, we like to tell
stories; whether funny or sad,
always deeply human and with a
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heart… stories not only from our
backyard, but from across the globe,
where we can bring together the
best of the professionals we work
with,” Nelissen underlines.

“The kids genre is one
of the most honest ways
to tell stories”
“For the new generation of
filmmakers it is essential to look
beyond your own country. Even
though it might seem as if Europe is
sometimes falling apart, the
contrary is happening in the film
industry. Collaborations between
filmmakers and producers is the key
to face the rapidly evolving market.
With Keplerfilm therefore we seek
our stories and our talent across
Europe. Not to co-produce just for
financial purposes, but to tell
stories from new perspectives and
to engage a wider audience.”

Steven Rubinstein Malamud

The mission of Ijswater Film’s
Steven Rubinstein Malamud is to
discover films and filmmakers with
a unique perspective on the world.
“We get excited when a director
questions a concept we have all

Cannes Producers Network

Dutch Production Talent
taken for granted. That they see
layers and nuances in places we
didn’t see. Like how an outsider’s
perspective makes you rethink your
own reality.” This was exemplified
by two Ijswater films in 2017: Jaap
van Heusden’s In Blue (winner
Grand Jury Prize Austin Film
Fest, opening film Films by the Sea),
and the short AMOR by Isabel
Lamberti, selected for Uppsala,
Leuven, BUFF, Küstendorf).

“We get excited when a
director questions a
concept we have all
taken for granted”
In Cannes, the producer will be
pitching El azul bajo sus pies, the
feature debut of Lamberti, about
the last months of a real Gitana
family before their eviction from La
Cañada Real, the biggest slum in
Europe. The project was pitched at
Torino and presented at Cinemart
as part of the BoostNL programme.
In Alaska will be Jaap van Heusden’s
next feature, based on true events of
how a depressed boy of Inuït
descent attacks an oil pipeline and
is labelled by the FBI as a terrorist. It
will be a Dutch/Belgian/Canadian
co-production. “With an English
speaking cast and shot in North
American locations, both USA and
Canada, we are looking for possible
equity funding from the USA but
also other financiers. And the
international rights are also still
available,” says Malamud.

November 2018. Also on the BIND
slate is Mascot, by Remy van
Heugten, director of the multi
award-winning Son of Mine
(Gluckauf).

Maaike Neve

Sabine Brian

As a junior producer at BIND, the
company founded by Joram Willink
and Piet-Harm Sterk, Maaike Neve
expresses how the company “tells
stories about the world of today and
tomorrow, personal stories with
relevant themes, funny, moving,
sobering, enlightening or
bewildering, but always outspoken
and unifying.”
The company’s Cannes goals are
clear, to find distributors (and
develop an excellent festival
strategy) for the family feature My
Extraordinary Summer with Tess
(director Steven Wouterlood) which
shoots July 2018. “I’ve always had a
great interest in this particular
genre… because I think it is one of
the most honest ways to tell
stories,” underlines Neve. “We in
the Netherlands are taking children
and their parents very seriously and
have the guts to present them real
stories about the world we live in
today.”
The company is also seeking sales
representation for the Sander
Burger thriller The Judgement,
starring Fedja van Huêt (Character,
1997, Academy Award for Foreign
Language film) and set to shoot
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Sabine Brian will represent the
prolific NL Film at the Cannes
Producers Network. She joined the
company in 2001, producing films
and series before becoming
supervising producer in 2010,
responsible for all current
productions and projects in
development.
“One of the projects I’ll be pitching
is the feature film Forever Yours.
This will be an international
co-production, written by Marieke
van der Pol and directed by
international Emmy Award-winner
Marc de Cloe. In Cannes I’m
specifically hoping to find a
Canadian co-producer in British
Colombia who is interested in the
project,” comments Brian. She will
also be pitching Dutch auteur Paula
van der Oest’s latest project Alleen
met de Goden. “We want to shoot in
Thailand, Paris and New York City,
and we’re still looking for inter
national partners for this film.”

Shooting from the hip

Raymond Van Der Kaaij

Revolver Amsterdam may have
two new documentaries at
Sheffield this year but Raymond
Van Der Kaaij, executive
producer & founder of the
company, takes the double
success in his stride.
Revolver is a company that always
has multiple projects on the boil.
This isn’t just a production
company specialising in feature
dramas and docs. It makes branded
and online content as well, has a
thriving commercials department,
makes transmedia projects and is
very active in digital and online too.

photographer and we knew that he
had been working on the project [for
many years].” The director already
had UK partners in London-based
Grain Media, the outfit behind the
Oscar nominated Netflix documen
tary Virunga. “This was a passion
project for everybody,” Van Der Kaaij
says of a film which will be available
both as a feature film and in a
shorter TV version.
Revolver’s other new Sheffield doc is
likely to change name before it hits
the fest. The film, about a women’s
boxing in Cuba, was originally made
under the name Namibia. (Its main
protagonist is Namibia Flores
Rodriguez, a woman in training to
fight for Cuba at the Olympics.)
However, at the time of this
interview, Van Der Kaaij suggested
the film was almost certain to be
re-christened as Too Beautiful: A
Woman’s Right to Fight.

The first of the new Sheffield-bound
docs is Bruce Lee And the Outlaw.
Directed by Joost Vandebrug, this is
a story about Nicu, a young home
less boy in Bucharest who is
adopted by local gangster Bruce
Lee, the notorious King of the
Underworld. As Nicu grows up, he
starts to realise that Lee may not be
the perfect father and has to make a
choice between staying below
ground with him or living a ‘normal’
life above ground.

Cuba is renowned for its boxing
prowess. It has produced many
Olympic champs – but they’ve all
been men. Women are banned from
the sport, supposedly because Raul
Castro’s wife once said that women
were “too beautiful for boxing.”
Namibia dreams of overturning the
ban but her dreams are slowly left to
crumble. The project was initiated
by Maceo Frost, a director who has
worked regularly for Revolver on
commercials. He lived briefly in
Cuba, which was where he found
out about Namibia.

“It’s an amazing story,” enthuses
Van Der Kaaij. “We knew Joost as a

It has been funded in an original
way. Van Der Kaaij brought on

Bruce Lee And the Outlaw
Joost Vandebrug
Too Beautiful: A Woman’s Right to Fight
Maceo Frost

sportswear giant Adidas as one of the
main partners. But it wasn’t a case of
the multinational corporation taking
over the film and turning it into a
promotional vehicle for its own
goods. Van Der Kaaij insists that
Adidas allowed the director
complete creative autonomy. The
brand came on board at short notice,
when Revolver decided that the film
(originally a 5-minute short), was
worth expanding to 50+ minutes.
With their support, the filmmakers
were able to go back to Cuba to shoot
extensive new material.
“They (Adidas) really loved the idea
and decide to come on board. They
left the film fully independent.
There’s no branding, no shoes, no
product placement. They haven’t
had any say in the editing,” the
producer explains, “Brands like
Adidas and others are moving away
from traditional advertising. They
realise there is a big value in
supporting independent film.”
Adidas are bound to be useful and
powerful partners when it comes to
the marketing of the film, but all the
rights remain with the producers.
Van Der Kaaij talks of his company’s
“hybrid approach” to storytelling,
how they are “platform agnostic.”
And a basic requirement is that their
stories “have punch and are daring.”
“Overall, if you look at all the work we
do, you can see a red thread running
through it,” he suggests of the
boldness / irreverence that his
company seeks in every project it
tackles.

“This was a passion
project for everybody”
Too Beautiful: A Woman’s Right to
Fight Namibia Director: Maceo Frost
Script: Maceo Frost Production:
Revolver (US/NL), Made by Forest (US)
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World premiere, Amsterdam. June 28 2018

Redbad

Roel Reiné

Banking on success

Roel Reiné

One of the most eagerly awaited
films of 2018 is Redbad, the
historical, action-packed epic
about the rise of Christianity and
the ancient legends surrounding
the Frisian king Redbad. Director
Roel Reiné talks Vikings, running
times and Jonathan Banks.
Redbad may not yet be finished
(currently in post-production, the
film will world premiere June 28 in
The Netherlands) but it has still
racked up a slew of seriously
impressive international sales,
including the US (Epic Releasing)
and China (Star-D Group).
In AD 754 Northern Europe is divided.
Above the rivers there is an alliance of
Frisians, Saxons and Danes. Below
the rivers, the Franks are all-powerful
and desperate to seize control of
Europe’s most important trade
centre, ruled over by the Frisian king
Redbad. Their aim is to do what the
Romans never managed to do, and
conquer all of Europe, using the new
weapon of Christianity to subjugate
the heathens.
One of the elements that has contri
buted to the film’s commercial
success to date has been the casting

of Breaking Bad star Jonathan Banks
as Pepin, Lord of the Franks. “I am a
huge fan of Jonathan Banks so for
me it was a kind of no-brainer to put
him in the movie,” comments
director Reiné. “Redbad tells an
international story, so I wanted it to
have an international look and feel,
and you do that by hiring
international actors.”
“I learned in America that putting in
TV stars is very good for the film’s
commercial prospects, especially
now that TV is so strong… so
Jonathan was a really good move
both in having a great character actor
in my film to elevate it, making it very
cool and emotional, but at the same
time to make it very commercial.”
Redbad also stars Dutch actor Gijs
Naber (The Heineken Kidnapping),
who plays the eponymous hero, and
Danish actor Søren Malling, star of
the TV hit series The Killing and
Borgen, who plays the wise and
charismatic Danish king Wiglek.
The $7 million Dutch and Englishlanguage production shot in
Denmark, northern Germany, at
Castle Bouillon in Belgium, the
rugged nature reserves on the North
Sea islands and the tidal flats and
marshlands of de Oude Venen in the
Dutch province of Friesland. The vast
battle sequences were shot around a
prehistoric village near Eindhoven.
The film, supported by the Nether
lands Film Fund, is far from short,
coming in at two hours and 40
minutes, but any fears that Reiné
had about its length were allayed by

Director: Roel Reiné Script: Alex van Galen
Production: FarmHouse TV and Film
Sales: Incredible Film
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distributors and theatre managers
after they visited the set and saw
footage to date.
“I was nervous as I felt it would be
very long for theatres who can only
screen it once per evening, but the
theatre owners were very open to it.
They all told me ‘make the film as
long as you want’, that it is going to
be an event that people will go to the
for the whole evening,” stresses the
director. “Also, my last film Admiral
(2015, 130 minutes) was very
successful. In that year it was the
only Dutch movie in the Dutch top
ten, between Jurassic World and The
Fast and the Furious 7, so I think that
the theatres were very anxious to get
another movie from the same team.”
Reiné’s producer is once more Klaas
de Jong of FarmHouse TV and Film.
At the time of writing, Reiné is in the
thick of post-production. He has just
watched the first three reels with a
“beautiful” musical score newly
added (written by long-term collabo
rator Trevor Morris), and every day
he is receiving updated vfx shots
from Belgium prior to the final mix.
“This is the point where all the really
good stuff happens,” Reiné
enthuses. “For me, sound and music
is 70% of the movie experience so I
place a lot of emphasis on it. Seeing
how the film comes to life in sound
is magical, such as the use of wind in
the film – we have hundreds of
different sounds for the winds that
will occupy this world… Yes, I love
this process. Every day the movie gets
better – and more emotional.” NC

Sex in the City of Light
Kicking off the steamy Parisian
summer season, La Cinéma
thèque Francaise pays homage
to the Dutch Sex Wave in
cooperation with the Dutch
embassy and EYE Film Museum.
Klaas Feij reports.
The programme, running from June
5 – 24, offers a selection of ground
breaking films from 1969-1975
representing the new sexual
attitudes that arose in the late
sixties and which kickstarted the
Dutch film industry.
For a long time, The Netherlands
was mostly known for its documen
taries. Feature films were produced
only sporadically and could not
compete with foreign productions
at the box-office. Change came
when the first generation of
students from the Netherlands Film
Academy eagerly sought to carve out
a living in filmmaking.
Among them were Wim Verstappen
and Pim de la Parra who, in 1965,
joined forces in production outfit
Scorpio. Initially their goal was
simply to make films, and lots of
them. Despite their limited budgets,
Scorpio quickly gained notoriety
and received praise from no less
than Jean-Luc Godard at Cannes in
1967. The erotic short Heart Beat
Fresco paved the way for the 1969
feature Obsessions (co-written by a
young Martin Scorsese), a
psychosexual thriller that became
an unexpected hit. The film proved
that sex could sell – and to more
than sixty five countries in fact.

1971 saw multiple successful
Dutch films revolving around
explicit displays of sexuality,
including Scorpio’s biggest success
Blue Movie, which drew in over
2.3 million viewers who witnessed
an erection for the first time in a
mainstream release. The year also
delivered Paul Verhoeven’s first
feature film Business is Business
that performed even better at the
box office. Fons Rademakers’s
Mira introduced Willeke van
Ammelrooy, who would become
the lead actress in many of the
Sex Wave films.
Frans Weisz made significant
contributions with The Burglar
(1972) and Red Sien (1974) – less
raunchy than the Scorpio pictures,
but with strong sexual motives
nonetheless. Verhoeven’s Turkish
Delight (1974), starring Rutger
Hauer and Monique van de Ven,
marks the apex of the Sex Wave.
With 3.3 million tickets sold,
Turkish Delight remains the most
successful Dutch production to
date.
The Sex Wave spurred the Dutch
industry and proved that it could
be competitive at the box-office.
Cinemas located near the borders
even flourished as special bus lines
were organized to bring in several
hundreds of thousands of Germans
and Belgians coming to see what
was censored in their own
countries. An open, matter-of-fact
display of sexuality on screen
became the trademark of Dutch
cinema in the early seventies.

Dutch Sex Wave, June 5 - 24 2018

“When the birth control pill hit the
market around ’65 it caused a
mentality shift – people could make
love without all the consequences,”
comments De la Parra, now living in
Suriname. “The films we made then
reflected society.” Casual, premarital sex for pleasure rather than
reproduction became increasingly
normal and cinema undoubtedly
played a role in lifting taboos. For
De la Parra, sexual liberty remains a
pertinent issue to this day: “I still
believe sexuality is the most
repressed human emotion.”
Nevertheless there is some
ambivalence to the success of the
Sex Wave. Nowadays, it is
impossible to watch these films
without the sense that they express
a male heterosexual gaze. Sylvia
Kristel, star of the French 1974
softcore classic Emmanuelle, and
Willeke van Ammelrooy have both
expressed a dissatisfaction with the
fact that their fame was directly
proportional to their willingness to
appear on screen naked. Van
Ammelrooy pointed out that “nudity
was solely intended to sell the film,”
putting the liberatory dimension of
sex on screen into perspective.

“Cinema undoubtedly
played a role in lifting
taboos”

The Cinémàtheque Francaise
programme therefore highlights
these tensions between artistic
freedom, commercial success,
exploitation, and sexual liberation.

Because of the Cats (1973)
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Director: Fons Rademakers

Even more incentive...
Since the Film Production
Incentive was introduced in the
Netherlands in 2014, it has turbocharged the local industry. The
number of both domestic and
foreign productions in the
Netherlands has shot up.
The post-production and VFX
sectors have prospered too. Films
from Dunkirk to The Hitman’s
Bodyguard have shot in the country,
drawn by a cash rebate worth up to
35% of eligible production costs.
And this year, the Netherlands is
welcoming the production of John
Crowley’s adaptation of Donna
Tartt’s novel The Goldfinch to the
Netherlands, as well as Lyrebird,
Dan Friedman’s adaptation of
Jonathan Lopez’ book ‘The Man
Who Made Vermeers’.
“It really makes The Netherlands a
country to look out for as a partner
with which to co-produce. The
Netherlands has always had a very
outward-looking view on inter
national co-production and always
has been very much involved in it,
but we could tell that from the
moment we started off with the
Incentive, it really boosted film
production in the country,” says
Film Fund CEO Doreen Boonekamp.
The logical next step was to respond
to similar demands from TV
producers, which is why, as of late
2017, the Fund has pumped close to
€10 million into high-end TV drama
via the Incentive (which for TV is
worth up to 30% of eligible
production costs). These awards

came from the first two rounds of a
pilot scheme launched towards the
end of last year.
Sixteen series (11 in the first round
in late December and five in the
second round announced in March)
have already benefitted. Eleven of
these will be made with internatio
nal partners. Boonekamp is very
upbeat about the early results
which, she believes, show that the
scheme is having the same
galvanising effect on the Dutch TV
sector as it has already had on
cinema.
A total of €1,434,846 has been
invested via the Incentive in the TV
cop series APD Amsterdam Police
Department, made by Millstreet
Films, the production outfit run by
Rachel van Bommel, whose feature
films include Loft and The Prime
Minister. Meanwhile, €1.5 million
has been invested in Joram Lürsen’s
TV drama Flying Dutchmen, a hugely
ambitious drama about Anthony
Fokker and Albert Plesman, the
pioneers of the Dutch aviation
industry.
The scheme is also open to
animation and the Fund is
encouraging applicants whose
projects are aimed at younger
audiences. One intriguing animated
title backed through the incentive is
Amazon Studios’ animated series
Undone, produced by former Disney
boss Michael Eisner’s Tornante
Company alongside Dutch partners
Submarine and Austin-based
Minnow Mountain.

The pilot scheme for high-end TV
series runs initially for a year, after
which its success will be measured
and the Fund will decide whether to
continue in the same format or to
adapt it. Applicants have already
come from all over the world: the
US, Germany, France, Israel and
Belgium among others. The net
result isn’t just increased inward
investment (for every euro spent
through the incentive, the Fund
calculates that 4.6 euros in
investment) but also continuity of
employment. The film business
tends to run on a freelance basis. In
the past, even the best technicians
would sometimes face periods in
which the work would dry up. Now,
business is as brisk as it has ever
been.
The minimum spend for the TV
rebate is €100,000. That’s a
relatively low amount compared
with incentives elsewhere but it
means that the scheme can be
accessed by documentary makers
(who are a strong presence in Dutch
cinema) as well as for producers of
big budget dramas.
Another positive aspect is that the
work is spread all across the country
and not just in Amsterdam. Cities
like Rotterdam, The Hague and
Utrecht are benefitting from the
surge in activity. Meanwhile,
productions that may have come to
the Netherlands for the windmills
or because parts of their stories are
Dutch-set are staying for longer –
and are looking to complete their
post-production in the country too.

“Every Incentive euro gives
a return of 4.6 euros”

On the Amsterdam set of The Goldfinch
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Director: John Crowley

Ethics and aesthetics

Orwa Nyrabia

Earlier this year Syrian producer
Orwa Nyrabia was named Artistic
Director of IDFA, the world’s
leading docfest. He talks to See
NL pre-Cannes.
Orwa Nyrabia concedes that what
makes the job of Artistic Director of
IDFA somewhat difficult, but at the
same time challenging and
intriguing, is that there seems to be
very little to actually fix at the
esteemed fest. IDFA has, since its
launch in 1988, been prima inter
pares on the doc fest circuit, and has
(like its sister fest IFFR over in
Rotterdam) re-written the rulebook
in terms of funding brilliant new
cinema from emerging territories, as
well as facilitating top sales and
co-pro activity via Docs for sale and
the Forum respectively.
Nevertheless, Nyrabia, like his
festival colleagues, is fully aware that
stasis equates to complacency, and
points out that, right now, change is
very much in the air at IDFA HQ. “It
won’t be fast, it is going to be
gradual, and year by year we will
reshape IDFA and what it represents,
but this year we will begin with the
programme, which will be fully
rejuvenated.”

Out will go Panorama, to be replaced
by a section (or sections) with even
keener emphasis on the brilliant
fusion of form and content.
“Documentary is always about [the
fusion of] ethics and aesthetics.
Documentary meets at the inter
section of the two,” Nyrabia under
lines. Nyrabia and his programmers
will bolster the First Appearance
section, for emerging filmmakers,
and will be looking to Doclab to up
the ante in terms of its continuing
engagement with new media. What
is new must continue to shock, to
stimulate and to entertain, he
maintains. “Across all sections, IDFA
will be a festival that will have more
space and a keener eye on what is
ambitious and different.”
Nyrabia promises that after the
festival structure is overhauled/
revamped in 2018 the industry side
will undergo equal scrutiny in 2019,
although he remains tight-lipped
about details. “Please wait, but we’ll
be asking the audience and the
industry to be open to even more
challenging and eye opening
content.”
The backdrop to all this is what
Nyrabia refers to as ‘the new reality’.
“The age of [institutional] funding
having a formatting effect on
documentary is coming to an end,”
he says. “It means that we are seeing
and following up on much newer
and more individual and unique
voices in the world of documentary,
that films that used to be seen as
unworkable are working, are finding
their place today in cinemas and on

Orwa Nyrabia, Artistic Director

SVOD… but are not anymore defined
solely by the formatted TV slots.” The
fest director cites Kirsten Johnson’s
Camera Person as an example of a
film that was a difficult television sell
but which performed with aplomb
theatrically and at festivals.
Additionally, Nyrabia is determined
that the profusion of wider screening
opportunities continues to be
reflected in IDFA’s ”pluralist”
programme approach. “IDFA will be
more open and will work hard to find
a very wide spectrum of filmmakers
from all over the world, from all
genders and ethnicity. This is going
to be a clear priority.”
As producer of films like acclaimed
Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait,
which was selected for Cannes 2014
and did brisk business theatrically in
France and internationally, Nyrabia
understands the needs of film
makers better than most, which
should serve him well in his new post.
“Producing has always been about
finding the right formula for each
film so that each filmmaker gets the
chance to come as close to their
dream of how they wish to express
themselves. I truly hope and think
that this will be a very good asset for
me in understanding how best to
serve as a festival director. A festival
has a wider reach than individual
films. We have a clearer role in
supporting the industry at large, not
only each filmmaker. This is what
I am enjoying trying to explore, and
trying to achieve.”
Silvered Water, Syria Self-Portrait Directors:
Ossama Mohammed, Wiam Simav Bedirxan
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Ani-Mates

Annecy Film Festival

Dutch films in selection

on their friendship. Puberty seems
determined to interrupt their bond.

Nienke Deutz

The renaissance of Dutch
animation continues with the
selection of three Dutch shorts
at Annecy, the world’s leading
festival for animated film. Nick
Cunningham reports.
In Nienke Deutz’s Bloeistraat 11,
produced by Ghent and Amsterdambased Lunanime and selected for
Short Film Competition, two
inseparable friends spend their last
summer holiday of childhood
amusing themselves around the
house. But as summer progresses
their bodies start to morph and
shift, and an awkwardness descends

“I wanted to make a film about the
special bond between two best
friends,” explains Deutz of her film
which received a VAF (Flanders
Audiovisual Fund) Wildcard. “The
film deals with the intensity that can
develop within a friendship and the
suffering felt when this bond ceases
to exist.”
“The intensity of the friendship
appears clearly in the first part of
the film, but, rather quickly, the
accent is placed on the painful
distance of the two girls,” she
continues. “This distance is not a
decision of the girls, they do not
choose to put an end to their
friendship. But as one of the girls
hits puberty earlier than the other,
their relationship deteriorates and
the friendship cannot continue. It is
this process, the fact that two
people who love each other end up

Director: Nienke Deutz Production:
Lunanime (BE), Need Productions (BE),
Windmill Film (NL), Beast Animation (BE),
Lunanime BV (NL)

drifting away, that the rest of the
film illustrates… The animation
must not be an added component, it
is an essential element, the film
cannot exist in another form.”
In Graduate Short Film Competition
is Jorn Leeuwerink’s Bloem, a film
that sets out very much to subvert
the genre. When a little mouse in
the forest discovers that a flower has
been dug up, his fellow forest
dwellers take murderous action
against the chicken they believe to
be the culprit. “I was trying to make
a children’s film for adults,”
comments Leeuwerink. “It gets very
dark in the end.”
The film took four months to make
with Leeuwerink, who was studying
at Utrecht’s acclaimed HKU,
performing all tasks other than the
painting of backgrounds. This job
was undertaken by his girlfriend.
“I mostly like to do things by myself.
I like to keep the process as simple

electric socket, into which all the
other animals plug their devices…

Jorn Leeuwerink

as possible. At the same time I am
really focussed on stories. The first
thing I try to do is write a good story
and then try to make it as beautiful
as possible.”
Leeuwerink is currently one of 15
animators working on Piet Kroon’s
eagerly anticipated feature debut
Heinz, and stresses that one of his
ambitions is to make a feature of his
own. In the meantime he is
planning a follow-up animated
short, for which he will be applying
to the Netherlands Film Fund for
support. The film will concern a pig
whose snout converts into an

Alice Saey’s highly acclaimed
French/Dutch film commissioned
by Rotterdam-based Mark
Lotterman for his song Happy is
selected within Annecy’s Music
Video category. In the film Saey
settles on a repetitive goose motif to
illustrate Lotterman’s painfully
poignant chronicling of 21st century
urban life. The film has won
numerous international prizes
including Best Commissioned
Animation at the Ottawa
International Animation Festival
2017.
“The animation begins with images
of a colourful cosmos, which turns
out to be the eye of the goose. So the
video follows the structure of the
stories in the song; starting from the
infinitely small and zooming out to
a form of macrocosm made of the
remaining pieces of the dancing

Director: Jorn Leeuwerink
Production: HKU / Jorn Leeuwerink
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Alice Saey

geese, drawing small particles in
space,” Saey told itsnicethat.com
in 2017.
“My idea was to allow Mark’s stories
to breathe during the chorus and
have a more observational approach
to the goose, in order to let the more
surreal dancing kick in once his
voice is gone during the instrumen
tal chorus. The idea is to create an
immersive atmosphere of
discovering, observation, leading up
to surprise, awkwardness, and
wonder.”

Director: Alice Saey
Production: Alice Saey
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Hailing a Dutch genius
Like almost everybody else of
his generation in the
Netherlands, Jaap Guldemond,
Director of Exhibitions at EYE,
has long been aware of the
genius of Alex van Warmerdam.
Now he has devised an
exhibition dedicated to the
master’s brilliant output.
Guldemond first encountered
Van Warmerdam’s work more than
three decades ago. “He is the one
you’ve known for so long,”
Guldemond reflects. He himself
was 15 years old when he first saw
one of Van Warmerdam’s plays.
“There was music involved, and
young people – it was quite
different from the normal theatre.
It was much more open, a little
absurd. I was at my high school. A
lot of girls from my class and of my
age all fell in love with the guys
from the theatre company.”
Guldemond has followed the Dutch
polymath’s career ever since then.
Van Warmerdam, who was born in
1952, has now directed 9 feature
films. (A new one, with a working
title of No. 10, is on the way.) His
2013 Borgman was in the main
Cannes competition – one of the
few recent Dutch movies to have
achieved this honour. The
director’s brother Marc is his
producer; his other brother Vincent
often composes the music for his
films. Alex, though, is the director
and the brightest star in the family
firmament. As Guldemond notes,
his work is utterly distinctive. You
can tell it is by him the moment

you see it. In his career, he has
never compromised. His work is
always exactly as he wants it. “Even
though theatre and film is a
collective effort, in the end
everything originates and is
decided by him. That makes it
beautiful, I think.”
Alongside his film work, Van
Warmerdam has also written,
painted and experimented in
almost every other art form
imaginable. He is an actor and poet
too. Now, he has been rewarded
with his very own exhibition at the
EYE Museum in Amsterdam. This
runs from mid-June to early
September. The exhibition is also
full of typically idiosyncratic new
work from the Dutch master. “The
original concept of the exhibition
is not only to present him as a
filmmaker but as a multi-talented
artist, because that is what he is,”
Guldemond explains.
Van Warmerdam was given a free
hand to develop the new work for
the show. To begin with, he wanted
to work with live actors. That was
too complicated given that the
exhibition lasts for over three
months – and would have been a
huge demand on these actors’
time. Instead, he has developed
some installations, made new
experimental films, provided a
huge new painting four metres
wide and has made some
sculptural work. Fragments from
his films will also be presented on
five large screens.

June 10 - Sept 2 2018

EYE Exhibition

Alex van Warmerdam - L’histoire kaputt

Among new artworks he has
created are a life-size show box, a
missing girl, a book that turns its
own pages, ‘creatures of the forest’
on a constantly changing canvas
and a very peculiar aquarium.
“There is an absurdism you
recognise in everything he does,”
Guldemond says of the links
audiences will immediately spot
between the film, the art and the
theatrical elements in the show.
Guldemond suggests Van
Warmerdam’s humour is
quintessentially Dutch.

“The concept of the
exhibition is to present
him as a filmmaker
and as a multitalented artist”
“He took almost one whole year off
to develop this exhibition. You can
say that it is the result of ten
months’ work. It is also very typical
of Alex that he only does one thing
at a time. If he is working on an
exhibition, he cannot work on a
film. If he is working on a film, he
cannot work in theatre. If he is
working in theatre, he cannot work
on a film… it is very joyful to work
with him – quite a nice experience
for me as well!” the curator
enthuses. Geoffrey Macnab.

Alex van Warmerdam in his Schneider vs Bax (2015)
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This Magnificent Cake!
Marc James Roels
Emma De Swaef

This animated short is selected
for Directors Fortnight 2018. The
film is co-produced by Dutch
animation company Pedri
Animation (with the support of
the Netherlands Film Fund)
together with main producer
Beast Productions (Belgium).
This Magnificent Cake! is an
anthology work reflecting on
colonial Africa in the late 19th
Century and tells the stories
of five different characters:
a troubled king, a middle-aged
man working in a luxury hotel,
a failed businessman, a lost porter
and a young army deserter.

